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Abstract: An entire magnetic integration methodology of high efficiency printed circuit board
(PCB) winding transformer for CLTLC (capacitor-inductor-transformer-inductor-capacitor) resonant
converter is presented. All magnetic components in the converter, including two resonant inductors
and two transformers, are integrated into an improved EIE (E-type and I-type and E-type) core
structure. According to the matrix transformer concept and uneven winding distribution, the novel
structure can be obtained by introducing an air gap to the center core leg. Thus, the magnetizing
inductance and leakage inductance of the transformer can be controlled easily through adjusting the
air gap reluctances. In addition, both the detailed mathematical analysis and the reluctance model of
the transformer have been studied. Furthermore, a four-layer printed circuit board winding structure
is chosen. The related winding arrangement is also discussed in depth. Finally, a 1 kW prototype with
the presented structure is implemented to verify the validity of the theoretical analysis. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed structure guarantees high efficiency within the entire load
range. Peak efficiency of 96.62% can be ensured.

Keywords: high efficiency; resonant converter; integrated inductor; PCB winding transformer;
uneven winding distribution

1. Introduction

Featured with high frequency, high efficiency, high power density and low electromagnetic
interference (EMI), resonant DC-DC converters have aroused widespread public concerns [1–3].
Owing to the quantities and diverse connection ways of passive components (including capacitors,
inductors and transformers) in the resonant unit, the flexible resonant characteristics can be achieved.
In view of the endless research on this kind of converters, the topologies could be numerous [4–8].

Moreover, with the rapid development of wide band gap semiconductor devices, the momentum
towards high frequency, miniaturization and lightweight is further proposed for resonant DC-DC
converters. The design of magnetic components, namely inductors and transformers, is the key factor
to achieve the above targets. In general, the volume, weight and cost of the magnetic parts dominate the
whole converter’s efficiency, power density and heat dissipation. Nevertheless, traditional magnetic
components with litz wires and copper foils as their windings, possess some inherent limitations,
such as large volume, high power losses and complex fabrication process. Thereby, it usually results
in the difficulty of performance promotion. In contrast, the planar magnetic components with the
printed circuit board (PCB) windings emerge as the promising candidates [9–13]. Different from the
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conventional core structure, the planar transformer based on the low-profile core can not only help
reduce the size of the magnetics, but also enlarge the heat dissipation area to lower the temperature.
Furthermore, this technology can offer the improved reliability of the manufacturing process, so as
to ensure the good consistency of products. Besides, the planarization of the core also promotes the
investigation of the planar windings. Therefore, the primary and secondary windings are closely
coupled to reduce eddy current losses effectively.

Through the employment of the planar magnetic components, high efficiency and automatic
production can be harvested simultaneously, especially for the resonant converters with more magnetic
components in the resonant units. However, the issues of a large number of magnetic components and
subsequent large volume still exist. As a result, further efforts need to be made.

Fortunately, magnetic integration technology has proven to be an effective means of addressing
the above issues. It could integrate multiple magnetic parts into one module. In such way, the whole
integrated module is functionally equivalent to these multiple magnetic components. Consequently,
a large number of magnetic components can be effectively shrunk. And the resulting power density is
improved as well [14–16].

A variety of integrating schemes are reported in [17–21]. In [17], an integrated module is constructed
for two inductors. Through the utilization of phase-interleaved currents, the proposed structure holds
advantages of lower size and losses. For the integration of inductor and transformer, some researchers
have improved or combined the core structure to achieve preferable performances. An EIE (E-type and
I-type and E-type) core geometry is presented and analyzed in [18] to integrate the discrete magnetic
elements. The design approach can decouple the transformer and inductor successfully, leading to
their independent operation and control. Thereby, lower footprint and higher efficiency are both
acquired. Under some conditions, it is preferred to serve the leakage inductor as the desirable inductor
to diminish the overall size. In consequence, selecting low-permeability material as a magnetic shunt is
a good way to build the desirable leakage inductance. Literature [19] proposes a novel method to create
a larger resonant inductor through the adoption of the magnetic shunt. In this case, the series-connected
inductor can be effectively integrated with the transformer. In [20], the magnetic shunt is inserted in
the middle of the core window to increase the leakage inductance. With this structure, the desirable
leakage inductance can be gained by adjusting the relative permeability and thickness of the shunt.
Typically, the employment of a magnetic shunt suffers from structural complexity as well.

In this paper, the CLTLC (capacitor-inductor-transformer-inductor-capacitor) multi-resonant
converter with dual transformer structure proposed by [8] is taken as the research object. Beneficial from
the specific structure, the fundamental and third-order harmonic active power can be transferred
simultaneously within a wide frequency range. Besides, the full-range soft-switching characteristics
and high conversion efficiency are both guaranteed. Despite the above merits, the multiple magnetic
components within its resonant unit result in the complex fabricating process and large volume as well,
which compromises its extensive applications. In this regard, this topology needs further investigation
and improvement. Correspondingly, this paper presents an effective integration method with the
improved EIE core structure to integrate all the discrete magnetic components. Due to the series
connection of inductor and transformer, the leakage inductor can be used as the resonant inductor.
Specifically, through adjusting the air gap reluctances of different core legs, the flexible and separate
control of magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance can be well attained. In this way, the reduced
volume of magnetic components, manufacturing simplicity and high conversion efficiency are all
harvested. Finally, experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of theoretical analysis and
integrated design.

The specific arrangements of the article are structured as follows. In Section 2, the concept of matrix
transformer and the idea of unbalanced winding distribution are firstly developed. Then, the reluctance
model is built to verify the effectiveness of the novel transformer structure with a controllable leakage
inductance. The winding arrangement and core structure are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 shows
the corresponding experimental results. Then, Section 5 summarizes the whole paper.
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2. Investigation of Magnetic Integration Solution

2.1. Investigation of Matrix Transformer

A multi-resonant soft-switching CLTLC DC-DC converter with traditional magnetic components
was proposed in literature [8]. Its topology is redrawn in Figure 1. As shown, there are in total six
elements in the resonant unit, including two resonant capacitors (C1, C2), two resonant inductors
(L1, L2), and two high-frequency transformers (T1, T2). Besides, the half-bridge (S1–S2) is adopted in
the inverter unit, and the diode rectifier (D1–D4) is employed in the rectifier unit. Beneficial from the
reasonable placement of three resonant frequencies, not only the fundamental component but also the
third-order harmonic component can be effectively transmitted. The resonant current utilization is
greatly enhanced correspondingly.
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Figure 1. Topology of the capacitor-inductor-transformer-inductor-capacitor (CLTLC) converter.

However, the abovementioned magnetic components (including inductors and transformers) in
the resonant unit are all discrete magnetic components. Even implemented with planar magnetics,
they still take a large share both in number and volume, resulting in increased losses and deteriorated
efficiency as well. To deal with this problem, this paper proposes an improved EIE core structure
to integrate all these four magnetic components. Correspondingly, the volume and related losses of
the magnetic components are greatly reduced, the performances of the converter are also improved.
The detailed design method is described below.

Matrix transformer concept proposed by literature [21] is an effective way to improve the
characteristics of the transformer. Its essence is the combination of a series of basic transformers
(T1, T2, . . . , Tk), making them function equally as a single transformer T. Specifically, each elemental
transformer owns a set of turns ratio (np1:ns1, np2:ns2, . . . , npk:nsk). Then, through the appropriate
connection (namely in series or in parallel) of the primary and secondary windings of these transformers,
the desired turns ratio (np:ns) can be satisfied.

The matrix transformer with PCB windings shows the eminent advantages of reduced leakage
inductance and winding losses. Whereas, when this method is applied to the CLTLC converter, the
number of transformers and the consequent core loss will increase. In this case, with the extra introduced
transformer cores, the overall volume as well as the conversion efficiency of the converter, may not be
promoted accordingly. Besides, this scheme only improves the performance of the transformer instead
of the inductor. Furthermore, as indicated in [21], through the adoption of elemental transformers
with fully even distribution windings, the flux passing through the center leg can be completely
canceled after the winding rearrangement. In this way, the generated leakage inductance by the
transformer is too small to serve as the resonant inductance. In particular, for the CLTLC converter,
the external inductor component is still required, leading to the increase both in the number and
volume of the magnetic components. Consequently, the integration degree of this converter needs to
be further improved.
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2.2. Investigation of Uneven Distribution Windings

As discussed above, the resonant inductor is connected in series with the transformer in CLTLC
converter. Thus, serving the leakage inductor of the transformer as the resonant inductor is a good
way to simplify the magnetic integration scheme.

In this section, to achieve better-integrated effect, further adjustment of the windings is considered
to be conducted. To attain the expected leakage inductance, the magnetic flux uncoupled between
primary and secondary windings should be created. Thus, the unevenly distributed winding is
employed to construct the leakage inductance instead of the evenly distributed winding.

It is worth mentioning that, based on the parameter design method proposed in [8], the main
specifications of a 1 kW prototype can be easily obtained. The turns ratios of T1 and T2 are 6:1 and 1:2,
respectively. Resonant inductors L1 and L2 are 25 µH and 24 µH, respectively. The main parameters of
the converter are listed in Table 2 in Section 4. Since the design process is not the focus of this paper
and has been discussed in detail in [8], it will not be presented repeatedly here.

Take transformer T2 as an example, the derivate method is briefly described as follows. To start
with, T2 is divided into two elemental transformers T21 and T22 with UI (U-type and I-type) cores,
as shown in Figure 2. Their turns ratios are set at 3:3 and 1:5, respectively.
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For each elemental transformer T21 and T22, their inductive electromotive force includes
self-induction electromotive force and mutual-induction electromotive force [22]. To simplify the
analysis, the following three assumptions are made to fulfill the design requirements without
losing accuracy:

(1) The permeability of the magnetic core is much greater than that of the air, so the core reluctance is
negligible compared to the air reluctance.

(2) Flux leakage in the air is very small and can be ignored as well.
(3) Under the magnetic circuit analysis, the influence of the fringing flux of magnetic fields is

not considered.

Then, the self-inductance and mutual-inductance matrices for these two transformers can be
written as (1) and (2). Here, vp1, vp2 and vs1, vs2 are the primary-side voltages and secondary-side
voltages of T21 and T22, respectively. ip1, ip2 and is1, is2 represent their corresponding currents.
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The reluctance of the air gap is defined as Rg and listed in (3). Where lg and Ac denote the air gap
length and cross-sectional area of the core leg. µr and µ0 are the relative permeability and vacuum
permeability, respectively.

Further, the above two transformers can be arranged in a specific way to ensure that the desirable
turns ratio of 1:2 is guaranteed for transformer T2. Specifically, Figure 3 shows the corresponding
connection way. As seen, for T21 and T22, both of their primary windings and secondary windings
are connected in series. In this case, the original two UI cores are equivalently substituted with one
EI (E-type and I-type) core. From Figure 3a, the relationship between voltage and current among
these three transformers is expressed as (4). Where, vp and vs are the primary-side voltage and
secondary-side voltage of T2. ip and is are the corresponding currents.

[
vp1

vs1

]
=

 9
Rg

9
Rg

9
Rg

9
Rg


 dip1

dt
dis1
dt

 (1)

[
vp2

vs2

]
=

 1
Rg

5
Rg

5
Rg

25
Rg


 dip2

dt
dis2
dt

 (2)

Rg =
lg

µrµ0Ac
(3)

vp = vp1 + vp2

vs = vs1 + vs2

ip = ip1 = ip2

is = is1 = is2

(4)
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Combing (1)–(4), the resulted self-inductance and mutual-inductance matrix is[
vp

vs

]
=

[
L11 L12

L12 L22

] dip
dt
dis
dt

 =
 10

Rg
14
Rg

14
Rg

34
Rg


 dip

dt
dis
dt

 (5)

L11 and L12 are the self-inductances of primary-side winding and secondary-side winding,
respectively. L12 represents the mutual-inductance [22]. To calculate the magnetizing inductor Lm,
primary leakage inductor Lk1 and secondary leakage inductor Lk2, the transformer T-mode is built.
For transformer T2 in Figure 4, the magnetizing inductor is Lm2. The leakage inductors of the primary
winding and secondary winding are denoted as Lk21 and Lk22, respectively.
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From Figure 4, according to the Kirchhoff Voltage Law, the primary-side voltage vp can be
obtained by

vp= Lk21
dip
dt

+ Lm2

d(ip +
ns
np

is)

dt

= (Lk21 + Lm2)
dip
dt

+

(
ns

np
Lm2

)
dis
dt

(6)

Then, the relationship between Lm2, Lk21 and L11, L12 can be calculated as

L11 = Lk21 + Lm2 (7)

L12 =
ns

np
Lm2 (8)

Accordingly, by converting the magnetizing inductor to the secondary side, the expression of L22

can be acquired.

L22 = Lk22 +

(
ns

np

)2

Lm2 (9)

By solving the derived Equations (5), (7)–(9), we can calculate Lm2, Lk21, Lk22 as follows.

Lm2 =
7

Rg
, Lk21 =

3
Rg

, Lk22 =
6

Rg
(10)

It is obviously seen from (10) that, in addition to the magnetizing inductor Lm2, the integrated EI
core structure depicted in Figure 3 also possesses the built-in leakage inductor Lk21 and Lk22. Moreover,
all these three parameters are only inversely proportion to the air gap reluctance Rg. Furthermore,
for the deformation of (10), we have

Lk21 =
3
7

Lm2, Lk22 =
6
7

Lm2 (11)

Together with (10) and (11), with the mentioned structure shown in Figure 3, there is a direct and
confirmed proportional relationship between the leakage inductance and magnetizing inductance.
That is to say, when the required magnetizing inductance is obtained through adjusting the air gap
reluctance, the leakage inductance is also determined accordingly and remained unchanged. With this
structure, the magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance could not be controlled independently
and flexibly. In order to control the magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance, the core structure
still needs improvements.

Beneficial from the series connection of the resonant inductor and the transformer, the primary
leakage inductor can function as the resonant inductor in both T1 and T2. Moreover, the influence of the
secondary leakage inductance is not concerned in the following analysis. Specifically, transformer T2

owns relatively small shared power compared to T1, so the effect of its secondary leakage inductance is
negligible. Transformer T1 is a step-down transformer with few secondary windings, thus its secondary
leakage inductance can also be ignored in this case.
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Based on Figure 3, an improved EI core structure is proposed and demonstrated in Figure 5.
Compared to Figure 3, a new air gap with the length of lgb is introduced to the center leg of the E
core. Whereas, the length of the air gap of side legs is set as lga. Moreover, the cross-sectional area
of the center leg and side legs is defined as Ac

′ and Ac, respectively. In such way, the desirable air
gap reluctance can be achieved by modifying the cross-sectional area and the length of the air gap.
In (12), the air gap reluctances of side legs and center leg are expressed as Rga and Rgb, respectively.
Then, through the different combinations of Rga and Rgb, the magnetizing inductance and leakage
inductance can be flexibly controlled. The detailed analysis process will be described in the next part.

Rga =
lga

µrµ0Ac
, Rgb =

lgb

µrµ0A′c
(12)
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2.3. Reluctance Model

According to the improved integrated structure shown in Figure 5, the corresponding reluctance
model can be established in Figure 6. The corresponding variables in the improved EI core structure
are added by a superscript (′) to distinguish from the EI core structure shown in Figure 3. In other
words, the primary leakage inductor and magnetizing inductor of T2 are redefined as Lk21

′ and Lm2
′,

respectively. For precision, the assumptions are kept consistent with the previous analysis to simplify
the model.
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Figure 6. The equivalent reluctance model of the improved EI core structure.

In Figure 6, np1, np2 and ns1, ns2 are the primary-side turns and secondary-side turns of the
left-side leg and right-side leg, respectively.

Φ1, Φ3 and Φ2 are the flux flowing through the left, right and center legs, with their directions
indicated by the yellow arrows in the figure. The magnetic flux of each leg can be derived and listed in
(13) combined with Figure 6.

Φ1 =
(np1ip1Rga+np1ip1Rgb+np2ip2Rgb)−(ns1is1Rga+ns1is1Rgb+ns2is2Rgb)

Rga(Rga+2Rgb)

Φ2 =
np1ip1−np2ip2+ns2is2−ns1is1

Rga+2Rgb

Φ3 =
(np1ip1Rgb+np2ip2Rga+np2ip2Rgb)−(ns1is1Rgb+ns2is2Rga+ns2is2Rgb)

Rga(Rga+2Rgb)

(13)
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According to the actual turns of each elemental transformers of T2, (13) can be simplified as
Φ1 =

(3Rga+4Rgb)ip−(3Rga+8Rgb)is
Rga(Rga+2Rgb)

Φ2 =
2ip + 2is

Rga+2Rgb

Φ3 =
(Rga+4Rgb)ip−(5Rga+8Rgb)is

Rga(Rga+2Rgb)

(14)

Besides, according to the Faraday law and T-model in Figure 5, the expressions of primary-side
voltage and secondary-side voltage are

vp = L11

dip
dt

+ L12
dis
dt

= np
dϕ
dt

(15)

vs = L12

dip
dt

+ L22
dis
dt

= −ns
dϕ
dt

(16)

Further, the following expressions are listed for those two variables (Lm2
′, Lk21

′).

Lk21
′ + Lm2

′ =
(np1ϕ1 + np2ϕ3)

∣∣∣
is=0

ip
(17)

Lm2
′ =

(ns1ϕ1 + ns2ϕ3)
∣∣∣
is=0

ip
(18)

By solving the above equations, we can attain Lm2
′ = 16

Rga
−

2
Rga+2Rgb

Lk21
′ = 4

Rga+2Rgb
−

8
Rga

(19)

It is indicated by (19) that, for the structure depicted in Figure 5, both of the magnetizing inductance
and leakage inductances of the transformer are related to the air gap reluctance Rga and Rgb. Therefore,
for the desired magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance, the air gap reluctances Rga and Rgb

can be determined.
In addition, from (12), the air gap reluctance is the function of the air gap length and the

cross-sectional area of the core leg. The adjustment of these two variables can change the value of the air
gap reluctance. On this basis, it is clear that the magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance can be
flexibly controlled by changing the air gap length and cross-section area. In other words, the resonant
inductor can be fully substituted with the leakage inductor of the transformer. Under this condition,
the transformer and the resonant inductor are integrated into one core accordingly.

The above derivative process can also be applied to the transformer T1 and not discussed here.
In summary, the superiority of the improved EI core geometry is obvious. Concretely, by changing the
air gap reluctances of different magnetic legs, the magnetizing inductance and leakage inductance of
the transformer can be ultimately determined. By this means, the leakage inductor is controllable and
fully operated as the resonant inductor. Different from the conventional EI core, the leakage inductor
can be controlled by the center leg in the improved core structure. In particular, if the center leg’s air
gap reluctance is smaller compared to side legs, the more leakage flux will pass through, the higher the
leakage inductor will be, and vice versa.

With this method, although the inductor losses are completely eliminated, the transformer losses
increase as a result of the additional leakage flux flowing within the magnetic core. This may result in
the bad thermal characteristic of the transformer. However, this design method is still instructive for
the magnetic integration design of the multi-resonant converters.
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3. Winding Arrangement and Integrated Core Structure

The winding arrangement for the modified transformers T1 and T2 are illustrated in this section.
In the following figures, the yellow arrow indicates the leakage flux direction within the core, the current
direction is also marked. Based on the idea of uneven winding distribution, for both T1 and T2,
more primary windings are placed on the left leg and more secondary windings are distributed on the
right leg. Due to the redistributed windings, there is a flux passing through the center leg, which is not
fully coupled between the primary and secondary windings. By definition, that is the leakage flux.
The partial coupling of the flux results in leakage inductance [20]. In addition, the implementation of
the four-layer PCB board is used for its relatively low cost and easy fabrication.

Figure 7 shows the detailed integration scheme of T2, which is composed of T21 and T22.
With regard to T21, the top layer and bottom layer are the secondary windings, while the remaining
two layers are the primary windings. Besides, the primary windings of T22 are located in Layer 3,
and secondary windings are laid in Layer 1, Layer 2 and Layer 4. Furthermore, relatively good
interleaving is ensured by this winding distribution to obtain the efficient conversion.
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Similar to T2, the integration scheme with the detailed winding distribution of T1 is given in
Figure 8. However, the winding distribution of T1 is quite different from that of T2. Specifically,
the middle layers of primary windings are connected in series, the top and the bottom layers (Layer 1
and Layer 4) of secondary windings are in parallel. Due to the adoption of a parallel connection of
windings, the current carrying capacity of the transformer is improved [21]. The winding arrangement
of Layer 1 and Layer 4 is exactly the same.
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Figure 8. Integration scheme of T1.

From Figures 7 and 8, the current direction of each element transformer is opposite, so is the
direction of magnetic flux in the middle leg generated by them. Thus, the partial flux cancellation is
obtained, and the length of the middle leg can be shrunk properly.

The detailed winding arrangement for the modified matrix transformers T2 and T1 are illustrated
in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. They correspond well to Figures 7 and 8. In both figures, the yellow
arrow indicates the current direction within the secondary windings. The red arrow denotes the
current direction passing through the primary windings. Since the same windings are distributed in
different PCB layers, vias is adopted to connect these layers.
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As stated above, with the proposed improved EI core structure, a discrete transformer and a
discrete resonant inductor can be simultaneously integrated into one core. Since there are four magnetic
components (including two inductors and two transformers) in the resonant unit, to further enhance
the properties of the transformer, an improved EIE core structure, shown in Figure 11, is proposed.
As seen from this figure, when compared with two separate EI cores, one I-type core can be eliminated.
Moreover, the remaining common I-type core provides a low reluctance path, thus each transformer
can be operated independently. The improved EIE structure just combines two EI cores structurally,
but does not change their winding distribution.
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To validate the theoretical analysis, a two-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) simulation
model of the presented EIE magnetic integration scheme is built in Maxwell. The magnetic flux density
B within the core and magnetic field H in the air are depicted in Figure 12. It is obvious that, due to the
uneven winding distribution, a large amount of magnetic flux concentrates on the center leg. Based on
the above analysis, most of it is leakage flux. Even so, the flux of the core is not saturated, and the
maximum value of magnetic flux density is also limited reasonably. Compared with the core, there is
less leakage flux in the air, having little impact on surrounding components, reducing EMI and eddy
current losses accordingly.

1 
 

 x   

 
Figure 12. Flux distribution of the improved EIE (E-type and I-type and E-type) core structure.

In comparison, litz-wire-based transformers and inductors (discrete magnetics) are designed under
the same parameters. The comparison between the improved EIE structure and discrete magnetics are
given in Table 1. It should be noted that, the total volume and footprint of the magnetics only refer to
the magnetic core, excluding the winding or skeleton.

Table 1. Comparison between the improved EIE (E-type and I-type and E-type) core structure and
discrete magnetics.

Parameter Improved EIE Core Structure (PCB Magnetics) Discrete Magnetics (Litz Wire)

Inductor L1 Integrated PQ2620
Inductor L2 Integrated PQ2620

Transformer T1 Improved EI core structure PQ4040
Transformer T2 Improved EI core structure PQ3535

Total volume (mm3) 52,920 95,760
Footprint (mm2) 1960 3053.6
Total losses (W) 15.1 22.7
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From the comparison, the number of discrete magnetics is multiple, resulting in large volume
and losses. This may place a restriction on its application and promotion. On this basis, the improved
E core and I core structure, shown in Figure 13, is proposed to realize the complete integration of
the magnetic elements in the resonant unit. Both the effective volume and footprint of magnetics are
reduced. Moreover, the manufacture automation and good parasitic control can be gained with PCB
magnetics. That is impossible for traditional litz wire magnetics.
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4. Experimental Result

To further verify the effectiveness, a 1 kW prototype with the proposed integrated core structure
was built in the laboratory and shown in Figure 14. The involved components and their specifications
are listed in Table 2.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 18 
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Table 2. Main Parameters of the CLTLC (capacitor-inductor-transformer-inductor-capacitor) converter.

Parameter Values

Rated power P 1 kW
Rated load R 0.9 Ω

Rated switching frequency f s 300 kHz
Input voltage Vin 400 V

Output voltage Vo 30 V
Inductor L1 25 µH
Inductor L2 24 µH

Turns ratio np
′:ns
′ 6:1

Turns ratio np:ns 0.5:1
Capacitor C1 5 nF
Capacitor C2 3 nF
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Experiments are carried out under various loads of the rated working frequency and illustrated in
Figures 15–17. vGS denotes the driving signal, vS1 and iS1 represent the voltage and current of power
switch S1. Similarly, vD1 and iD1 are defined as the corresponding quantities of diode D1. The currents
passing through L1 and L2 are defined as iL1 and iL2.

Figure 15 shows the experimental results under the rated condition and the working frequency
is 300 kHz. In this case, the input voltage is 400 V, and the output voltage is measured as 29.58 V.
It matches well with the theoretical output voltage value (30 V). From Figure 15, the currents of
power switches and diodes all exhibit saddle-wave form. It indicates that both the fundamental
and third-harmonic components are adopted to transfer active power. The switch current is1 takes
negative value at first, and then, turns positive. is1 lags behind vs1, that means, the anti-parallel diode
is conducting earlier than the switch itself. So, the power switches realize the desirable zero voltage
soft-switching (ZVS) characteristic. In Figure 15b, diodes also achieve the preferable zero current
soft-switching (ZCS) operation. Such excellent soft-switching performances ensure a high conversion
efficiency of 95.73%. Both of iL1 and iL2 exhibit the saddle-wave form, due to the superposition of the
1st and 3rd order components.
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Experimental results under 50% load and 30% load are depicted in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.
As can be seen, power switches and diodes still demonstrate the preferable soft-switching operation.
As a consequence, the switching losses are greatly restricted among the entire load range. The measured
efficiency at 50% load and 30% load are 96% and 94.25%, respectively.
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Under the rated condition, the calculated loss distributions are shown in Figure 18. As seen,
the diode losses account for the highest proportion of the total losses. Beneficial from the preferable
soft-switching features of the power switches, the switch losses are effectively restricted. Besides,
the leakage inductor of the transformer fully serves as the resonant inductor, so the related inductor
losses are completely removed. Meanwhile, the integrated core structure is alleviated with the core
volume compared to discrete cores. And good response has been achieved in transformer magnetic
losses. While the unbalanced winding distribution and additional leakage flux within the core may
give rise to the transformer losses, but the excess losses are limited compared to its merit. In summary,
relatively high-power conversion efficiency can still be guaranteed.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 18 
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The measured efficiency curve under different output power is plotted in Figure 19. As seen,
the CLTLC resonant converter with the proposed magnetic integration design could reach a peak
efficiency of 96.62% and maintain high conversion efficiency throughout. There are two main reasons
for this advantage. For one thing, the eminent soft-switching features are ensured in the full load
range. The switching losses are greatly restricted. For another, with the proposed structure, two
transformers and two inductors are integrated into the improved EIE core geometry. Under this
condition, both the size and losses of inductors are removed. It also contributes to the reduction of
total magnetic losses. To sum up, the overall losses can be restricted and relatively high efficiency is
achieved correspondingly.
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Moreover, the comparison is conducted between the proposed structure and other topologies.
The results are listed in Table 3.

It is clearly shown that each converter has its own pros and cons. They all show good characteristics
under various working conditions. In this paper, CLTLC converter is taken as the research object
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to solve the problem of large number and volume of magnetic parts. All magnetic components
are integrated into one core to achieve integration and miniaturization. With PCB magnetics, the
manufacture automation and good parasitic control can be realized. Meanwhile, the outstanding
soft-switching performances are obtained for both the diodes and power switches. The third order
harmonics can be effectively transmitted by appropriate parameter design. Thus, the overall efficiency
can be ensured.

Table 3. Comparison of performances among different topologies.

Topology
Descriptions

Input
Voltage V in

Rated
Power P

Rated Operating
Frequency f s

Peak Efficiency Magnetic
Integration

HB-2LLC [23] 400 V 1.5 kW 170 kHz 95.21% No
PWM LLC [24] 390 V 1 kW 100 kHz 96.7% No

SA-VSR [25] 400 V 1.5 kW 100 kHz Above 95% No
LLC [26] 380 V 100 W 1 MHz Above 95% Yes

CLLC [27] 350 V 6.6 kW 500 kHz 97.8% Yes
CLTLC 400 V 1 kW 300 kHz 96.6% Yes

5. Conclusions

The CLTLC multi-resonant converter suffers from the problems of multiple magnetic components,
large volume and high-power losses. To deal with the above issues, an entire magnetic integration
method with the improved EIE core structure is designed in this paper. This scheme could integrate
two transformers and two inductors into one core successfully. Rather than the evenly distributed
winding in matrix transformer, the uneven winding distribution is adopted to increase the leakage
inductance. By introducing an air gap to the middle core leg, the flexible control of the transformer’s
magnetizing inductor and leakage inductor can be realized. Moreover, the detailed mathematical
analysis and reluctance model are elaborated to validate the feasibility of the proposed structure.
Besides, the detailed winding arrangement is given and the related simulation model is established
in Maxwell software. In the end, a 1 kW prototype is built in the laboratory. The converter achieves
preferable soft-switching characteristics within the entire load range and guarantees high conversion
efficiency throughout. The peak efficiency reaches 96.62%.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

PCB printed circuit board
CLTLC capacitor-inductor-transformer-inductor-capacitor
UI U-type and I-type
EI E-type and I-type
EIE E-type and I-type and E-type
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